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Movement that inspires.

At Kia, we believe movement inspires ideas. Great ideas come to you when
you’re on the move. Whether you’re walking, traveling on a train or driving.
It’s why we create the spaces and the time you need to bring ideas to life.
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The new Stonic



Grasp every moment.
Created for drivers who grasp every moment, push every boundary and relish every 
adventure, the Kia Stonic brings fresh excitement and a free spirit to the crossover 
experience. With its sleek muscular body, sporty compact styling, exceptional 
handling and outstanding performance – the new Kia Stonic is for those who always 
demand more from life.



Escape the everyday.
From the 쟢 rst glance, the new Kia Stonic sets its own rules, with looks that challenge 
convention. Its dynamic sporty appearance at the front is thanks to the 3-dimensional 
shape of the grille, vertical fog lamp housings and integrated full LED headlamps with 
powerful LED Daytime Running Lights. Add to that a choice of 20 two-tone  colour 
combinations and 9 one-tone body colours, and you have a style that simply says, ‘my 
life my way’.



Challenge convention.
From behind, the agile Kia Stonic makes a striking and lasting impression. The 
dramatically raked, spoiler-capped backlight window and bold wheel arches give it a 
muscular view, whilst three-dimensional design of the LED rear combination lamps 
make it truly striking. What’s more, its sleek, sculpted tailgate and air쟣 ow-regulating 
silver skid plate give it that strong but silent urban feel which is guaranteed to turn 
heads.



Be true to your own identity.
Living in the moment means no boundaries, and that’s exactly what you can expect 
inside the new Kia Stonic. Sculpted contours immediately please the eye and the 
senses, making driving fresh and fun. The leather steering wheel adds a premium feel 
to the cabin, whilst the other controls are designed and positioned to place you and 
your demands in perfect unison.



Seize every second.
When you’re in control, information is essential, and the new Kia Stonic puts it right 
where you need it, while banishing any distractions. Bluetooth technology offers 
hands-free access to your phone using voice recognition, whilst the state-of-the-art 
information system with its 쟣 oating colour touch screen keeps you fully informed and 
entertained.

4.2” TFT-LCD instrument cluster
Between the speedometer and tachometer, the screen displays auto and audio information.

USB front charger
A USB outlet lets you charge mobile phones and other 
compatible devices.

Rear USB charging port
A USB jack at the rear of the centre console lets  rear-seat 
occupants charge their devices too.

8” touchscreen infotainment system
The system comes with a high-de쟢 nition 8” TFT-LCD screen that allows wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto 
connectivity.



Open to any possibility.
When routine is the last word on your mind, the Kia Stonic is designed to put your plans 
and dreams in motion. With split-folding seats, enjoy 쟣 exible capacity and a spacious 
interior that can expand from 352 litres to a huge 1,155 litres, it’s easier than ever to set 
out and explore or simply tackle whatever the day brings.

60:40 split-folding seats:
The rear seat backs split 60:40 and fold 쟣 at separately, offering you useful 
choices for managing cargo and passenger space.



Dynamic in every way.
When you’re just as happy zipping around the city streets as you are exploring 
what’s over the next horizon, the Kia Stonic’s extremely reliable petrol engine 
offers dynamic performance with lower emissions, making every drive you make a 
joy and a pleasure.

Automatic transmission
Enjoy smooth acceleration, agile 
gear shifts and fuel economy 
with the 7-speed DCT Dual Clutch 
Transmission.



Sailing Mode
When the driver lifts their foot from the throttle and lets the car sail without accel erating or braking, 
depending on the charge level of the 48-volt battery the engine will seamlessly and smoothly switch off, 
resulting in a more ef쟢 cient ride. As soon as the throttle or brakes are pressed, the engine will 
immediately take over. The sailing function and the distance covered with the engine off depend on 
driving conditions and vehicle speed.

Start
The engine is started by the 
e-system to ensure a prompt and 
smooth start.

Torque assist
During acceleration or uphill 
driving, the e-machine provides 
torque assistance by taking energy 
from the  battery to support the 
engine.

Cruising
When driving at constant speed, 
the combustion engine partially 
recharges the battery on the go if 
the charge level is low.

Sailing
Mild Hybrid, additionally features 
the sailing function. 

Energy recuperation
When decelerating or braking, the 
energy generated by the vehicle 
motion is converted into electrical 
energy to recharge 
the battery.

Moving Stop & Start
When decelerating to a stop, 
the combustion engine turns 
off automatically during in-gear 
deceleration and braking to save 
fuel.

Forge new Boundaries.
The new Stonic features a Mild Hybrid EcoDynamics+ Powertrain System, 
offering a low-emission everyday driving. By cleverly pairing the latest 1.0 T-GDi 
Smartstream engine with a 48-volt lithium-ion battery, it can reduce fuel consumption 
and vehicle emission levels. What’s more, the integrated e-system recovers kinetic 
energy during deceleration phases to provide torque assistance when accelerating.

Simpli쟢 ed visual representation of the sailing operation.

Energy flow

Driving situation



Expand your horizons.
Discovering new places and experiences is a lot easier when you know you’re 
supported by the latest Kia Stonic technology. Not only will it inspire and help you 
discover what you’re looking for, but will also add an exciting dynamic to every element 
of your journey.



Cornering Brake Control (CBC)
Discovering new places and experiences is a lot easier when you know you’re supported by the latest Kia Stonic 
technology. Not only will it inspire and help you discover what you’re looking for, but will also add an exciting dynamic 
to every element of your journey.

Torque Vectoring by braking (TVBB) 
An additional function of the integrated electronic stability control system, our new TVBB technology means the Kia 
Stonic maintains a higher degree of handling stability and security when cornering, while helping to reduce understeer 
during harder cornering.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) 
When you’re on a steep upward incline, pulling 
away from a standing start can be a concern, but 
don’t worry, HAC is designed to stop you from 
rolling backwards.

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM) 
Working in concert with the motor driven power 
steering, Kia’s VSM helps ensure that the Stonic 
remains stable when simultaneously braking and 
cornering.

98 metres of structural adhesive for reduced noise
Greater use of structural adhesive means the new Kia Stonic
 is both rigid and light, and offers outstanding noise and vibration 
management.

8 hot-stamping zones for extra strength
The Stonic features hot-stamping of components in eight 
core stress areas, contributing to exceptional rigidity, meaning 
the strengthened body structure helps provide improved 
crash protection.

AHSS steel for greater strength and added cabin protection
The Stonic uses Advanced High Strength Steel (AHSS) to deliver greater average tensile strength that makes the body 
phenomenally rigid, enhancing cabin protection as well as dynamic performance.

Advanced 6-airbag system
Protection includes front airbags for the driver and 
front-seat passenger, two air-bags at the sides and two curtain 
airbags running the length of the cabin.

Protect what you love.
Wherever you are, whatever you’re doing, you can be sure that the Kia Stonic 
is protecting you and the people around you. That’s because it’s engineered to help 
drivers stay out of trouble and to manage collision forces in ways that minimise 
damage.



Blind-spot Collision Warning (BCW) (SX only) 
When you want to change lane, the BCW system detects any vehicle(s) in your blind spot and warns you with a 
warning symbol in your side mirror and on your centre display together with an audible alert.  

Rear Cross-Traf쟢 c Collision Warning 
(RCCW) (SX only)
When you back out of a parking spot or driveway, the radar-
based RCCW warns you if it detects cross traf쟢 c in the lane the 
vehicle is entering.

Rear Parking Distance Warning (EX only) 
Front & Rear Parking Distance Warning (SX only)
Ideal for con쟢 dent parking, PDW uses ultrasonic sensors 
mounted on the bumpers to warn of any obstacles in front or 
behind when manoeuvring into a parking space. The audible 
beeps can be switched on or off.

Anticipate the unexpected.
With Stonic’s DRIVE WiSE technology, being at the wheel is simply more satisfying. 
Whether you’re parking, manoeuvring city streets, in the fast lane or on the open road, 
DRIVE WiSE features watch out for trouble, alert you and even step in to help you stay 
in the clear.



Make choices that count.
Now that you’ve seen the amazing things the Stonic can do, it’s time to make some 
exciting decisions. Pick your colour and tell the world, ‘This Stonic is all me.’



LED headlights
Eyes front… the Kia Stonic comes with a brand-new and truly stylish 4-lamp headlamp design that integrates 
beautifully with the sleek sweep of the front bonnet. What’s more, by using advanced light source technology, the 
new full LED headlamps produce a more powerful light for more precise illumination and clarity, allowing you to better 
detect obstacles and navigate the road ahead. 

Rear-view Monitor with Parking Guidance
The rear-view camera projects dynamic, bending guidelines onto 
the image in the 8” dash display to recommend a path.

Overhead console lamp with sunglasses case
An overhead console helps you stay organized and keeps your 
sunglasses just where you can 쟢 nd them, while keeping your 
eyes ahead.

Centre console armrest
The comfortable sliding armrest is coordinated with the 
interior trim and integrated with a console that includes two 
cupholders and a storage compartment.

Equip yourself for every event.
Short hops? Commutes? Weekend getaways? Adventures into the unknown? 
Whatever your needs, only you can decide what your vehicle is to you and what 
belongs in it. That’s why the Stonic offers a wealth of equipment to help make it feel 
like it was custom-made for you from the start.

Auto rain sensors (SX only)
When it detects raindrops on the windscreen, 
the rain sensor activates the wipers accordingly.

Smart key and Button Start
When you have the Smart Key with you, you can simply access 
your car and start the ignition with a mere push of 
a button.

Black leather
Black arti쟢 cial leather trim is embossed in a subtle diagonal plaid arrangement of micro-perforations for breathability. 
Consistently luxurious deep black trim on the doors and dash gives the interior an elegant ambience.



2-tone Body Colour*
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Clear White _ UD Silky Silver _ 4SS Perennial Gray _ PRG Smoke Blue _ EU3 Sporty Blue _ SBP Most Yellow _ MYWSignal Red _ BEGUrban Green _ URG
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Keep them guessing.
Because you don’t do everyday, the Stonic doesn’t either. So you’ll 쟢 nd refreshingly 
bold and lively colours that bring out the best in its contours and express the free spirit 
in you. You can even customise your Stonic with a two-tone body colour by choosing 
one of the special roof-colour options.



Kia Service Centres
241 Alexandra Road | Tel: 6427 8800
209 Pandan Gardens | Tel: 6568 4555
330 Ubi Road 3 | Tel: 6746 1000
600 Sin Ming Avenue | Tel: 6932 8000

Industry-leading warranty.

Cycle & Carriage Aftersales Service 
keeps your car in its prime.
We care for you the same way we care for our family. Experience the Cycle & Carriage Kia Service spirit as we 
welcome you at our Kia Authorised Service Centres. 

With more than a century in the automotive industry, we can assure you that you will enjoy the most 
comprehensive customer support and exceptional service experience by well-trained professionals, using 
state-of-the-art technologies, diagnostic tools and genuine parts to keep your Kia vehicle running in peak 
condition. All Kia genuine parts come with 2 years or 40,000km (whichever comes 쏾 rst) warranty.

This is our commitment to you.

We are con쏾 dent of the quality and durability of every Kia vehicle, 
having undergone stringent pre-delivery processes and checks before 
being delivered in pristine condition. We are so con쏾 dent that your new 
Kia car will enjoy a 5-year unlimited mileage warranty and a 10-year 
engine warranty. 

From the date of registration, your new Kia car is covered against 
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 5 years of factory 
unlimited mileage. 

On top of that, starting from 1 June 2014, your Kia car will come 
with a 10-year engine warranty, subject to a maximum mileage of 
200,000km or 10 years, whichever is earlier. This engine warranty from 
Cycle & Carriage will take effect immediately after the expiry of the 
manufacturer’s.

Dimensions (mm) 

*With roof rack

Engines 1.0 T-GDI

Transmission 7-speed DCT 7-speed DCT Mild Hybrid

Driveline 2WD

Fuel type Gasoline

Engine type Smartstream engine Smartstream engine with 48V Mild Hybrid system

Engine displacement (cc) 998 

Max. power (PS/rpm) 100 / 4,500 - 6,000 120 / 6,000

Max. torque (Nm/rpm) 172 / 1,500 - 4,000 200 / 2,000 - 3,500

Top speed (kph) 180 185

CO2 emission (g/km) 124 107

Fuel consumption (ℓ/100 km) 5.4 4.7

VES Banding A2 A2

Kerb weight (kg) (max.) 1,258 1,288

Gross vehicle weight (kg) 1,680 1,710

Max. tow weight (kg) – braked 900 900

Max. tow weight (kg) – unbraked 450 450

Dimensions and capacities
Overall length (mm) 4,140 Overall width (mm) 1,760

Overall height (mm)
with / without roof rack 1,500 / 1,485 Wheelbase (mm) 2,580

Front overhang (mm) 830 Rear overhang (mm) 730

Fuel tank (litres) 45

Luggage (VDA) 352

Interior
First row Second row

Headroom (mm) 996 975

Legroom (mm) 1,070 850

Shoulder room (mm) 1,375 1,355

15-inch Alloy Wheel

Stonic EX Stonic SX

16-inch Alloy Wheel

Wheels

Dimensions (mm) 

*With roof rack

Stand out from the crowd.
With its striking silhouette and muscular contours, the Stonic will always draw  longing 
glances. But you can stamp your own extra personality on it by choosing to add 
 upgraded wheels. After all, only you know what you want to say.



The new Stonic

Kia Stonic Features

8” Infotainment with Wireless Apple CarPlay 
and Android Auto Connectivity

Displacement (cc): 998 998 Overall length (mm): 4,140
Engine type: Smartstream Smartstream w 48V Mild Hybrid Overall width (mm): 1,760

Max power (ps/rpm): 100 / 4,500-6,000 120 / 6,000 Overall height (mm): 1,500 (with roof rack)
1,485 (without roof rack)

Max torque (Nm/rpm): 172 / 1,500-4000 200 / 2,000-3,500 Wheelbase (mm): 2,580
0 - 100 km/h (s): 11.7 10.4 Minimum turning radius (m): 5.1
Fuel consumption (ℓ/100km): 5.4 4.7 Top speed (km/h): 180 / 185
CO2 emission (g/km): 124 107 Fuel tank (ℓ): 45

VES banding: A2 A2

Blind-spot Collision Warning (SX only)

Technical Data Petrol Mild Hybrid

All information is subject to changes. Specifications may vary.

48V Mild Hybrid EcoDynamics+ Powertrain

J.D. Power 
Highest Ranked Mass Market 
Brand in Initial Quality Study
6 Years in a Row



Specifications

Images used are for illustration purposes only. All Kia passenger vehicles are covered by a 5-year unlimited mileage factory warranty and a 10-year engine warranty. All specifications are subject 
to change without prior notice from Cycle & Carriage Kia Pte Ltd. Printed in March 2022.
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Exterior EX 
(Petrol & Mild Hybrid)

SX 
(Mild Hybrid)

Alloy rims 15" 16"

LED daytime running lights l l

LED headlights l l

Aeroblade wipers l l

Electronic folding mirrors with LED side repeaters l l

Rear spoiler with high mounted stop lamp l l

Front and rear skid plates l l

Bridge-type roof rack – l

Fog lamps – l

Sunroof – l

LED rear combination lamps – l

Interior   

Leather seats l l

Sunglasses storage with overhead console lamp l l

Illuminated sun visor with mirror l l

Power windows l l

Luggage board l l

Leather-wrapped gear knob l l

Leather-wrapped steering wheel l l

Satin chrome door handle l l

Black high glossy fascia l l

Metal pedals – l

Comfort and Convenience   

8” infotainment with wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto connectivity l l

6-speaker sound system with AUX and USB connectivity l l

4.2" TFT-LCD instrument cluster l l

7-speed DCT l l

Bluetooth hands-free connectivity l l

Button start/stop with keyless entry system l l

Auto headlamps control l l

60:40 split back folding seats l l

Tyre Pressure Warning System l l

Single-zone Automatic Climate Control l l

Auto rain sensors – l

Auto Cruise Control with speed limiter – l

Safety and Security   

Advanced 6-airbag system l l

Parking Sensors Rear sensors Front & Rear sensors

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM) l l

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) l l

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) l l

Torque Vectoring by braking (TVBB) l l

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) l l

Front and rear disc brakes l l

Seatbelt reminder l l

3-point seatbelts l l

ISOFIX l l

Blind-spot Collision Warning (BCW) – l

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW) – l

Cycle & Carriage Kia Pte Ltd
Kia Showroom: 239 Alexandra Road S(159930)  

Tel: 6866 1666 
www.kia.sg / www.kia.com


